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Jonathan Stephenson / Rocket presents an exhibition of contemporary photography
and a showcase of mid-century modernist design

Robin Forster hidden houses
main gallery – Robin Forster visited the Californian desert resort city of Palm Springs
in !$%' and photographed in the gridded streets of the Movie Colony. His interest
was sparked by the mid-century houses built for movie stars in the %"'$s & %"&$s.
Because of the stars’ desire for anonymity and privacy, the houses were hidden by
substantial laurel hedges. 

The nine exhibited photographs – focusing on the streets, sidewalks, grass verges
and hedges – are graphic in their minimalist clarity and tantalising, as only occasion-
ally is any hint of a dwelling visible.

Robin Forster (UK, b%"&!) lives and works in London. He studied at Central St Martin’s School of Art
and Goldsmiths, London; after a first degree in mining engineering at Leeds University. Previous solo 
exhibitions include Gallery Judin, Berlin; Architectural Gallery, Zurich; and Moma London. Forster is
currently working on a commission for the Historic Royal Palaces.

Jens Risom ten decades
side gallery – Jens Risom reached his %$$th year in June and in celebration Rocket 
is exhibiting iconic pieces of furniture from our licensed collection alongside rare 
catalogues & ephemera by the Danish-American designer

Jens Risom (DK, b%"%&) was born in Copenhagen where from %"#' to %"#( he attended the School 
for Arts and Crafts. In %"#", Risom emigrated to the USA, where in %")% he designed the first range 
of furniture for Hans Knoll. He established Jens Risom Design Inc in %")& which by the %"*$s had
become the third largest furniture company in America. He retired to New Canaan, Connecticut.

The exhibition opens on Thursday !! September from "-# and then by appointment until $% November
For images please contact Rocket on %!% &!'( )$#* or gallery@rocketgallery.com

This exhibition has been selected for the Icon Design Trail during the London Design Festival
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